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1 Introduction

Polygonal meshes are ubiquitous in applications where structure is applied to point data.
For example in computer graphics solid objects are often represented by a mesh structuring
sample points from an object surface. Finite element methods use meshes to provide struc-
ture for interpolating between discrete sample points.

A mesh is defined as a tuple of vertices, edges and faces. The process of generating a
mesh, is to divide a given domain into small and simple pieces, called elements, with a few
predefined properties. For example most applications require meshes which are well-shaped,
non-uniform, conforming and respectful to the input shape. In order to achieve these prop-
erties, vertices of the mesh are not required to coincide with the point data and meshes are
allowed to use additional points, called Steiner points.

Meshes can be categorized by their choice of elements. Triangular meshes are the most
commonly used meshes in 2D. Depending on the application and the desired quality, various
different mesh generation approaches have been developed. These approaches can be catego-
rized into three main classes: Advancing front methods [31], Delaunay refinement methods
[9] and methods using a structured background [44]. Usually there is also a clean up com-
ponent included in these algorithms that improves the quality of the resulting mesh. This
improvement is done heuristically by finding a set of local transformations which replace a
small set of triangles with other triangles of better quality [6].

Mesh partitioning (or mesh segmentation) has become a fundamental problem in many
different computer graphics applications. Partitioning a mesh into smaller meshes benefits
many different tasks including 3D printing, skeleton extraction, cognition, compression, tex-
ture mapping etc.

Given a 2D surface mesh (representing the surface of a 3D object), a mesh segmentation
is defined as the set of sub-meshes induced by a partition of mesh elements into disjoint
sub-sets. In addition, most applications impose constraints both on sub-meshes (such as
connectivity) and on sub-partitions (such as a limit on the number of elements). Therefore,
mesh segmentation can be viewed as an optimization problem of maximizing (or minimizing)
a criterion function under a set of constraints.[35]. The choice of the criterion function heav-
ily depends on the application in mind and different criterion functions such as planarity,
curvature, geodesic distance have been employed. On the other hand, imposed constraints
are generally either cardinality constraints, geometric constraints or topological constraints.

Mesh segmentation algorithms are categorized into part type or surface type segmenta-
tion. Part type (or shape-based) approaches partition the original object represented by a
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mesh into meaningful, mostly volumetric parts. On the other hand, surface type (boundary-
based) methods partition the surface mesh into patches under some criteria. It’s worth
mentioning that similar techniques are used to achieve these types of segmentation. Differ-
ent automatic mesh segmentation algorithms have been developed in the past two decades.

Some of these algorithms include hierarchical mesh decomposition [2], decomposition
using blowing bubbles [32], fuzzy clustering and cuts [19], watershed decomposition [29],
Chopper framework [28] etc. Common techniques used in different algorithms are region
growing, hierarchical clustering, iterative clustering, spectral analysis and implicit methods.

Comparing different mesh partitioning algorithms is another challenging issue. Visual
properties of several mesh segmentation algorithms are compared in [1] by showing the re-
sulting decompositions side by side. In [8] a benchmark for quantitative evaluation of mesh
segmentation is introduced. This method uses human generated mesh decomposition and
computes metrics to evaluate different automatically generated meshes.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a quick overview of mesh gener-
ating algorithms. In section 3, we discuss mesh segmentation techniques and survey several
segmentation algorithms. Section 4 discusses issues on comparing mesh segmentation al-
gorithms and reviews one qualitative and one quantitative study on mesh segmentation.
Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and looks at open problems and possible future direc-
tions in the field of automatic mesh segmentation.
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2 An Overview of Mesh Generating Algorithms

We consider a company which builds electronic boards for a specific device. A board contains
different components such as VLSI circuits, resistors, capacitors, etc. All of these compo-
nents emit heat during operation. The board should be designed in a way that during the
operation, its temperature always stays below a threshold. As the accumulation of the heat
depends on the relative positions of components, the company should promote a process of
simulating the heat emission of components. In order to carry out this task, a computer
program simulates the heat emission of the board by utilizing finite element method. The
first step of such a method is to build a mesh, which consists of dividing the board into small
regions or elements. The regions are chosen small enough so that the heat emission within
each element can be approximated and the mutual effect of neighbors can be simulated. The
whole system is then solved numerically.

The above example is a simple illustration of the importance of mesh generating tech-
niques and their application in the industry. Apart from their usage in finite element method,
meshes are also extensively used in computer graphics and animations.
In this chapter, we review some of mesh generating techniques. We begin with a formal
definition of a mesh.

A mesh is defined as a partitioning of a given geometric domain into small finite ele-
ments satisfying a number of constraints. The geometric domain is usually a set of points
(a point cloud) or a polyhedron. The finite elements are usually simplices (triangles in two
and tetrahedra in three dimensions) but can be more general shapes such as quadrilaterals
or hexahedra. The constraints guarantee that the mesh contains ”good” elements and may
include many criteria. The quality of mesh elements highly depends on the application at
hand. Later on we will discuss some of these constrains.

It is common to represent the surface of a 3D object with a 2D mesh. Such a mesh is
called a surface mesh. In this paper we only consider surface meshes. A surface mesh M of
a 3D object is represented as a tuple of {V,E, F}, Where V = {pi | pi ∈ R3, 1 ≤ i ≤ m} is
the set of vertices, E ⊆ {eij = (pi, pj) | pi, pj ∈ V, i 6= j} is the set of edges and F is the set
of faces. The most common meshes are triangular meshes where F ⊆ {fijk = (pi, pj, pk) |
pi, pj, pk ∈ V, i 6= j, j 6= k, k 6= i}. Two faces in M are neighbors if they share a common edge.

The definition above gives the description of the geometry of a mesh (i.e the position
and other geometric characteristics of each vertex). A more important aspect of a mesh is
its topology. The topology of a mesh is explored using the concept of homeomorphism.

A homeomorphism is a bijective (one-to-one) continuous function h : Rn → Rm whose
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inverse is also a continuous. Two sub-spaces are homeomorphic if there exist a homeomor-
phism between them.

Homeomorphism defines an equivalence relation among sub-spaces. Intuitively, two
meshes are homeomorphic if their surfaces can be transformed to each other by using twist-
ing, squeezing and stretching without glueing or cutting.

A mesh is a k-manifold or simply a manifold if every point on the mesh has a neighbor-
hood homeomorphic to Rk or Hk (where Hk denotes the half-space of Rk).

As a result in a 2-manifold mesh 1)each edge is adjacent to at most two faces and 2)
faces incident to a vertex form a closed or open fan. Figure 1 illustrates the failure of the
above conditions.

Figure 1: Example of two non manifold meshes.

The boundary of a manifold M is the set of points in M that has a neighborhood home-
omorphic to Hk. Note that if this set is empty then the mesh is without boundary.

In a surface mesh, boundary points are located on edges that are incident to only one
face. These edges are called boundary edges. A watertight mesh, is a surface 2-manifold
mesh without a boundary. Watertight meshes are essential for 3D printing.

Let M be a surface mesh and V ′ be a subset of the vertices of M . A sub-mesh M ′ is
defined as the mesh with vertices V ′, edges E ′ = {(pi, pj) ∈ E | pi, pj ∈ V ′} and faces
F ′ = {fijk = (pi, pj, pk) ∈ F | pi, pj, pk ∈ V ′}.

The dual graph G of faces of M is constructed by representing each face in M with a
node in G, and connecting two nodes in G if their corresponding faces share a common edge.
Similarly, the dual graph of edges of M is constructed by representing each edge with a node
and connecting nodes if their corresponding edges are neighbors.
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The orientation of a face in a mesh is defined as an order of its adjacent vertices. The
orientation of two neighbor faces is compatible if two vertices located on the common edge
have opposite orders in faces. A manifold mesh is orientable if and only if each two adjacent
faces have compatible orientations.

The most important aspect of a mesh is the quality of its elements. The following con-
ditions are essential for almost all applications.
1. The mesh must be conforming : no vertex is allowed to reside on the interior of an edge.
2. The mesh must respect the geometric domain: The edges of the domain must be con-
tained in the union of edges of the mesh.
3. The mesh must be well-shaped : The angles of no triangle should be too small or too big.
4. The mesh must be non-uniform: It should be fine near the boundary of the domain and
coarse in the places away from the boundary.

In order to achieve these properties mesh generating algorithms produce new points in
addition to points of the geometric domain. These new points are called Steiner Points.
Depending on the application additional properties may be required. For example in mesh
segmentation, the input mesh is usually assumed to be a manifold and watertight.

The next step after determining requirements is to generate a mesh with appropriate
properties. In the following we will review some of the most common mesh generating tech-
niques.

The history of mesh generating techniques can be divided into three periods [9]. Initially
research in this field was done for using finite element methods. Techniques such as the
Delaunay octree, advancing front methods, and mesh refinement techniques were developed
during this period. These newly generated algorithms were good ”enough” in practice but
fragile and not robust. From around 1990 researchers in computational geometry became
interested in the problem. Their goal was to find provably good mesh generating algorithms
where results were guaranteed mathematically to produce satisfying meshes. By the year
2000, computer graphics used meshes extensively for many of their applications, most no-
tably in computer animation. It is believed that nowadays, in economic terms, video game
and motion picture industry exceed finite element industry in the usage of meshes [9].

Currently, there are three dominant classes of mesh generating algorithms; advancing
front methods, Delaunay refinement algorithms and grid-based meshes.

Advancing front methods [31] start from the boundary of the domain and construct ele-
ments one by one going (advancing) inward. These methods produce high quality elements
at the boundary, but the quality diminishes while advancing inward. Most advancing front
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methods, first produce appropriated Steiner points and then triangulate the domain.

Delaunay refinement algorithms [9] first compute the Delaunay triangulation of the geo-
metric domain and then refine it by adding Steiner points in a way that Delaunay properties
of the mesh is preserved. Unlike front methods, Delaunay triangulation methods create their
worst elements near the boundary of the domain. The main advantage of these methods
is their mathematically guaranteed properties such as constructing a valid mesh and not
producing skinny triangles.

In grid-based methods [44] the domain is overlaid by a grid. The grid is chosen small
enough such that each grid cell covers only a simple and easily-triangulated portion of the
domain. These methods produce excellent elements in the interior of the domain, but the
quality of triangles near the boundary is worse than other methods. The disadvantage of grid
meshes is that the elements are aligned in a few directions, their advantages are their speed,
ease of parallelism, some mathematical guarantees and robustness to noisy input data. Also,
graded meshes can be produced using variable-resolution grids.

Most mesh generation algorithms use a heuristic clean-up component to enhance the
quality of elements. The mesh improvement is done by a set of local transformations, con-
sisted of smoothing and topological transformation. The smoothing is applied iteratively
to each vertex, improving the quality of its adjacent triangles. The simplest smoothing,
called Laplacian smoothing, is to move the vertex to the centroid of vertices adjacent to it.
Smoothing does not change the connectivity of the mesh. Topological transformations are
operations that remove some elements from the mesh and replace them with a different ele-
ments in the same occupying region of the domain. The simplest topological transformation
is the edge flip which replaces two triangles with two different ones with the same set of
vertices (Figure 2). For surveys on mesh generation techniques see [9], [13] and [34].

Figure 2: Edge flipping in a mesh.
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3 Mesh Segmentation Algorithms

Automatic mesh segmentation (partitioning) has become an essential step in many geometric
modelling and computer graphics applications. The extensive usage of mesh segmentation
in diverse fields (such as 3D printing [28], object recognition [29], skeleton extraction [19],
compression [17], simplification [11], parametrization [38], texture mapping [24], shape re-
trieval [48] and collision detection [25]) has attracted lots of attention to automatic mesh
segmentation algorithms.
Some of techniques used in these algorithms have borrowed ideas from related fields such
as image segmentation, finite element and simulation mesh segmentation, and clustering
in statistics. Despite the similarity, techniques developed in these fields cannot be applied
directly to geometric mesh segmentation. For example in finite element mesh segmentation,
as the goal is to increase the load of each processor and to reduce the communication, the
geometry of the shape is mostly neglected.

Different mesh segmentation algorithms seek distinct objectives; some try to partition the
object which is represented by a mesh, while others try to extract patches with predefined
properties. In this paper, we are going to review several algorithms of mesh segmentation.

Let M be a surface mesh and S be a set of elements (vertices, edges or faces), a segmen-
tation Σ of M is the set of sub-meshes {m1,m2, ...,mk} induced by a partition of S into k
disjoint sub-sets.

Note that if S is the set of vertices or the set of edges then some faces of M are not
included in Σ, these are the faces with vertices in two different sub-sets of S. Segmentation
algorithms which partition on V or E use a post-process to join these faces to their appro-
priate neighbors.

The objective of a mesh segmentation is to generate a partitioning with some predefined
properties and constraints on sub-sets of S or sub-meshes of Σ. Therefore, we can define
mesh segmentation as an optimization problem [35]:

Given a surface mesh M and a set of elements S, find a disjoint partitioning of S into
S1, S2, ..., Sk such that the criterion function J : 2S → R is maximized or minimized under
a set of constraints C.

The criterion function and constraints are defined according to the application in hand.
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The set of constraints puts limitations on sub-sets or induced sub-meshes or both. For ex-
ample, we may seek a partitioning into convex sub-meshes where J -the number of parts- is
minimized. This problem is studied in [7] and is shown to be NP-complete, which suggests
that most reasonable mesh segmentation problems tend to be hard.

Therefore, algorithms resort to approximation solutions in order to achieve a feasible
computation time. These approximation solutions commonly use one of the following ap-
proaches:
1. Region growing,
2. Hierarchical clustering,
3. Iterative clustering,
4. Spectral analysis and
5. Implicit methods.

Later in this chapter we will review an algorithm for each approach.

Another distinction between mesh segmentation algorithms is their view of the given
geometric object; a 3D volumetric view or a 2D surface view. According to this, two types
of segmentation are defined, part type segmentation and surface type segmentation.
In a part type segmentation, the goal is to partition the object, defined by a mesh, into
meaningful or semantic components, and in general to create volumetric parts. This type of
segmentation is appropriate for 3D printing, skeleton extraction and feature extraction. In
the surface type, surface patches are created using the geometry of the mesh. This type of
segmentation is often used in texture mapping, compression and simplification.

Depending on the application, different constraints are applied to sub-sets and sub-
meshes of a segmentation. Possible constraints are of three major types:
1. Cardinality Constraints: Constraints on the sub-sets of S such as a bound on the
maximum/minimum number of elements to eliminate small or large partitions, a bound on
the ratio between the maximum and minimum number of elements in all parts to create a
balanced partition, and a bound on the maximum/minimum number of segmentations (|S|).
2. Geometric Constraints: These constraints are imposed on the geometry of sub-
meshes. Some common geometric constraints are maximum/minimum area of sub-meshes,
maximum/minimum length of the diameter or perimeter of sub-meshes, and convexity of
patches.
3. Topological constraints: These constraints are applied to the shape of sub-meshes;
restricting each sub-mesh to be topologically equivalent to a disk and/or restricting each
sub-mesh to be a single connected component.

The factor that has the most influence on a segmentation is the criteria of selecting
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elements to be in a single sub-mesh. These criteria are used to produce sub-meshes with
particular attributes. Different attributes such as planarity [11], curvature [22], geodesic
distance [27], symmetry [28], and convexity [7] are used in different studies. A criterion uses
a metric (usually L2 or L∞-metric) to evaluate an attribute of a sub-mesh and then the
sub-mesh is selected if the evaluation is above a threshold. It is also common for algorithms
to use multiple criteria and attributes [28, 11, 37].

Next, we review mesh segmentation techniques and examine an example of each tech-
nique.

3.1 Single Source Region Growing

The simplest technique in mesh segmentation is single source region growing. Region grow-
ing is a local greedy approach which starts a sub-mesh cluster from a seed element and
gradually grows the cluster by adding new elements. Elements are added to the cluster as
long as they satisfy particular criteria. Then a new seed is chosen and the process continues
until all faces belong to a cluster.

As in [35], this technique can be summarized as follows:

Initialize a priority queue Q of elements

Loop until all elements are clustered

Choose a seed element and insert into Q

Create a cluster C from seed

Loop until Q is empty

Get the next element s from Q

if s can be clustered into C

Cluster s into C

Insert s neighbors to Q

Merge small clusters into neighboring ones

Region growing algorithms differ from each other according to criteria that determine if
an element can be added to the cluster. It is common to choose the priority of elements as
their order in a depth first search (DFS) or breadth first search (BFS) traversal and to select
seeds randomly. Also most algorithms utilize a post processing component for smoothing
or straightening borders of resulted regions and to merge small sub-meshes into one of their
neighbors.

As an example of a region growing method, we are going to review the flooding algorithm
for convex decomposition of a polyhedral surface [48, 7]. Note that a patch is convex if it
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lies completely on the surface of its convex hull.

Let P be a polyhedral surface represented by a mesh M with n vertices. The goal is to
partition M into k disjoint convex patches m1,m2, ...,mk whose union is M by using the
minimum number of patches.

In [7], it is shown that this problem is a special case of clique partitioning, therefore,
the problem is in NP. It can also be shown that convex partitioning is NP-complete by a
reduction from Satisfiability Problem (SAT) [7]. Thus, algorithms mainly aim to construct
a convex partitioning of the given domain.

One way of achieving this goal is to use an incremental heuristic algorithm called flooding
heuristic. The flooding algorithm starts with an empty cluster and a random node (seed)
in the dual graph of the given mesh. It traverses the dual graph from the seed and collects
faces as long as the resulting patch remains convex. Then a new random seed is chosen and
the process repeats until all faces belong to a patch. The traversal method is either a DFS
or BFS which in practice result in similar numbers of patches.
Convexity can fail in two ways, global failure or local failure. A local failure occurs when
an edge at which a face is attached to the patch is concave. In other words, in local failure
the dihedral angle of the edge (the angle between faces adjacent to the edge) is less than π.
In a global failure although the patch is locally convex at all edges, some faces fail to reside
on the boundary of the convex hull. In practice global failures occur rarely, but they are
the only reason why the surface convex decomposition problem is hard [7]. By ignoring the
global failures, all greedy algorithms -regardless of the order in which they choose triangles-
will result in the optimal solution. Also without global failure, covering and partitioning are
the same, and allowing convex patches to overlap will not change the number of patches.

The major drawback of the flooding algorithm is the number of patches it produces.
For some specific examples this can be off the optimal by a factor proportional to n. As a
result in [7], flood-and-retract algorithm is introduced. In the first phase of flood-and-retract
algorithm, flooding is used to produce convex patches which may overlap. Next overlapped
patches are retracted until each face belongs to only one patch. This is done by keeping a
queue of faces to be retracted. First, for each patch, all the faces along the boundary that
also belong to another patch are inserted in the queue. Then the face at the top of the queue
is retrieved and it is removed from its patch if the patch remains connected. After removal,
adjacent faces (in the same patch) that belong to multiple patches are inserted randomly
to the queue. This process is done iteratively until all patches are retracted and the queue
becomes empty. Then, the resulting cover is transformed into a partitioning in an arbitrary
manner.
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The advantage of flooding is its simplicity and ease of implementation. Also the flooding
algorithm can be used with other criteria and is not limited to convexity.

Another issue in convex segmentation is the geometry of the given object. For large
“real-world” models, regardless of the algorithm, small concavities will result in a large
number of patches. Small concavities are due to local failures by very small angles, and
may result in patches with few faces. Two solutions are proposed in [48] to cope with this
problem. First, dihedral edge angles less or equal to π+ ε (for a small predefined value of ε)
are considered to be convex. Although in this way patches are not necessarily convex, the
resulted segmentation is more suitable for meaningful decompositions.
Second, a post-processing step is added where small patches (area-wise) are merged. Here,
patches are sorted increasingly according to their surface area. Starting from the smallest,
every small patch is merged with its largest neighbor until the area of all patches are greater
than q ∗ A, where q is a user defined value and A is the total area of the given model.

3.2 Multiple Source Region Grow

The single region growing technique can be improved by using multiple seeds and advancing
in parallel. The generic algorithm for multiple source region grow is as follows [35]:

Initialize a priority queue Q of pairs

Choose a set of seed elements {si}

Create a cluster Ci from each seed si

Insert the pairs <si, Ci> to Q

Loop until Q is empty

Get the next pair <sk, Ck> from Q

if sk is not clustered already and sk can be clustered into Ck

Cluster sk into Ck

For all un-clustered neighbors si of sk

insert <si, Ck> to Q

Merge small clusters into neighboring ones

The major drawback of multiple region growing is its dependence to the initial selection
of seeds where sometime random seeds result in a ”bad” segmentation. In the watershed
growing technique (defined below), this is solved by starting at height function minima.

The watershed growing algorithm [48], originally developed for image segmentation, is a
well-known multiple source algorithm where seeds for growing regions are found based on a
height function.
Let h(x, y) : S → R be a height function. A catchment basin is the set of points whose path
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of steepest descent ends in the same local minimum of h. The idea of the algorithm is to
select minima as seeds and grow regions using catchment basin. It proceeds as follows. First,
all local minima are computed and labelled. Then, flat areas, which are either plateaus or
minima, are found. If the flat area is a minimum then it is treated like one and a label is
given to it. For a plateau, steepest gradient descent is used to loop through it until a labelled
region (or point) is found. The label of the plateaus is then set with the same label of the
found region and it is joined to this region. Similarly, the remaining unlabelled vertices are
descended until they are joined to labelled regions. The resulted regions comprise the final
decomposition.

This technique utilizes the idea of following the path of a water-drop downward on a hill.
Similar to single growing, this method may produce a large number of small segmentations.
Therefore, a post-process merges adjacent regions whose watershed depths are below a cer-
tain threshold.

The remaining issue is the choice of the height function. In image processing, this is
done by choosing the height to be the grey-level of a pixel. For mesh segmentation the
height function is defined on the edges of the polyhedral mesh. Let the height function
h = 1− cos(α), where α is the dihedral angle of the edge. Then the watershed algorithm is
applied to edges rather than vertices of the mesh. For the final segmentation, each face is
associated with its lowest height edge.

An example of such segmentation is shown in Figure 3(a), where resulted regions are
illustrated with different colors. Note that flat regions are minima with the height function
value of 0.

Figure 3: Watershed decomposition [48].

The above definition of the height function has the advantage that the topology of the mesh
has no effect on the final segmentation. As a result, the mesh in Figure 3(b) will be parti-
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tioned to the exact same regions.

The watershed growing algorithms can be found in many variations, where the difference
is mainly the definition of the height function. For instance in [47] the average geodesic
distance (AGD) of vertices of the mesh is used for the height function. In [43] the mesh is
considered as a conduct object with electrical charge, where the charge density at each point
defines the height function.

3.3 Hierarchical Clustering

Region growing algorithms are “local-greedy” and sometimes result in unsatisfactory global-
solutions. In contrast, hierarchical clustering algorithms are “global-greedy”, as they tend
to merge cluster pairs with the minimum merge cost among all possible merge operations.
Initially, in a hierarchical clustering, each face is considered as a separate cluster and then in
each step two adjacent clusters, with the minimum merging cost, are joined together. The
generic algorithms is as follows [35]:

Initialize a priority queue Q of pairs

Insert all valid element pairs to Q

Loop until Q is empty

Get the next pair (u,v) from Q

if (u,v) can be merged

Merge (u,v) into w

Insert all valid pairs of w to Q

Hierarchical clustering algorithms mainly differ from each other according to merging crite-
ria. Next we review the hierarchical mesh segmentation algorithm presented in [11].

Given a 2-manifold mesh M representing the surface of a (complex) 3D object, the goal
is to find a hierarchical partitioning of faces of M into clusters in order to ease the processing
of the object.

This problem is tackled by introducing a hierarchical clustering where clusters represent
aggregate properties of the original surface at different scales. The dual graph of the clusters
of the mesh is used to achieve the hierarchy. In this graph each node corresponds to a face
cluster, which is a connected set of faces. Initially each cluster contains only one face. These
clusters form leaves of the hierarchy. In each step an edge of the dual graph is selected and
contracted. An edge contraction merges two adjacent nodes of the graph into one which
corresponds to grouping two neighbor clusters into a single one.

The edge selection is done using a simple greedy algorithm. Each dual edge is assigned
with a “cost” and in each iteration the edge with the minimum cost is contracted. At the
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top of the hierarchy, when the algorithms runs to its fullest, a single cluster represents the
whole surface of the object. Note that although all clusters are connected, they are not
necessarily simple and may contain holes.

Iterative dual edge contraction results in a natural hierarchy. Whenever two vertices are
merged, both become the children of their new parent node and the parent node corresponds
to the union of its children’s associated clusters.

The cost of each edge contraction depends on criteria with which the quality of clusters
is evaluated. The primary criterion used in [11] is the planarity of clusters, which measures
how well a cluster can be approximated by a plane. Suppose a cluster is represented by a
plane (n, d) with the normal n and offset d. The distance of a point v (represented by a
vector) to this plane is nTv + d. Now the fit error of the given plane nTv + d = 0 for a
cluster is the average squared distances of all vertices of the cluster to the plane:

Efit =
1

k

k∑
i=1

(nTvi + d)2

The least squared best plane is the one that minimizes this Efit. In order to compute this
plane efficiently a fit quadric is defined:

Pi = (Ai, bi, ci) = (vivi
T , vi, 1)

Pi(n, d) = nTAin+ 2bi
T (dn) + cid

2

Using this fit quadric the inner term of Efit can be written as

(nTvi + d)2 = (nTvi + d)(vi
Tn+ d) = nT (vivi

T )n+ 2dnTvi + d2

Now the error is evaluated using a corresponding set of quadrics:

Efit =
1

k

∑
i

Pi(n, d) =
1

k

(∑
i

Pi

)
(n, d)

Where the addition of quadrics is defined by component-wise addition of matrices, vectors
and scalars.

Every dual node in the hierarchy will be associated with a fit quadric P and a best-fit
plane (n, d), where P (n, d) measures the planarity of the cluster. Now the cost of an edge
contraction is defined as the sum of fit quadrics of its endpoints, (Pi + Pj)(n, d).
This novel representation of the metric is the main contribution of the paper and is essential
for the overall efficiency of the algorithm. As we will see later it bounds the time complexity
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of the algorithm to O(nlogn).
Next issue after merging two clusters is to find the optimal plane which minimizes P (n, d).
Based on principal component analysis (PCA) the sample covariance matrix is used:

Z =
1

k − 1

k∑
i=1

(vi − v̄)(vi − v̄)T

where v̄ = (
∑

i vi) /k. The eigenvector of Z with the smallest eigenvalue is the normal of
the least squared best plane.
In the case where Z has equal eigenvalues, for example when vertices of the cluster reside on
a sphere, the best fit plane may not be uniquely defined and any of the possible orientations
can be chosen.

As we are only concerned about the eigenvectors of Z, we drop the 1/(k − 1) averaging
factor from Z, and rewrite Z in terms of a fit quadric:

Z =
∑

vivi
T − k(v̄v̄T ) = A− bbT

c

So, the optimal fit plane is also computed using the fit quadric, where the normal of this
plane, n, is the eigenvector of A−bbT/c with the smallest eigenvalue, and as the plane passed
through the mean, the offset d = −nT v̄ = −nT b/c.

The planarity criterion alone is not enough for many applications. For objects with local
fold-backs, although the error fit is low, the normal of the cluster may not be a good fit for
all cluster faces. Thus an additional error term, which measures the average deviation of
normals, is used:

Edir =
1

w

∑
i

wi(1− nTni)2

where wi is the area of the face fi and w =
∑

iwi. This metric can be also expressed as a
quadric:

Edir =
1

w

∑
i

wiRi(n) =
1

w

(∑
i

wiRi

)
(n)

Where
Ri = (Di, ei, fi) = (nini

T ,−ni, 1)

Ri(n) = nTDin+ 2ei
Tn+ fi

Using both these metrics, the algorithm begins by setting the quadrics P and R for each face
of the mesh. Then the cost of each initial edge contraction is set as the sum of the quadrics
of its endpoints and the optimal plane representing both faces (with the error Efit +Edir) is
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computed. After the initialization, dual edges are placed in a min-heap, keyed on the cost of
the contraction, and in each step the edge with the lowest cost is contracted. The quadrics
of the new node is set as Pi + Pj and Ri + Rj and the costs of edges connected to this new
node are updated. The algorithm repeats until the heap is empty.

Figure 4 shows an example of the above segmentation.

Figure 4: Hierarchical face cluster (a) Original mesh with 11,036 faces (b) Segmentation
with 6000 clusters (c) Segmentation with 1000 clusters [11].

As Figure 4 illustrates, when planarity and orientation are the only criteria, the algorithm
may produce long skinny patches. These skinny patches are problematic in many applica-
tions such as simplification or radiosity simulation. In order to solve this problem a shape
regularity metric is introduced.

Given a cluster with the area w and perimeter p, the irregularity of the cluster, denoted
by γ, is defined as

γ =
p2

4πw

The irregularity can be seen as the ratio of the squared perimeter of the cluster to the
squared perimeter of a circle with the same area as the cluster. Therefore, the irregularity of
a circle is 1 and the irregularity of a skinny long shape is a larger value. Then Eshape metric
for an edge contraction is defined as

Eshape =
γ −max(γ1, γ2)

γ

where γ1 and γ2 are the irregularity of the two merged clusters and γ is the irregularity of
the resulted cluster.
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The total error metric used in the algorithm combines all three previous metrics:

E = Efit + α1Edir + α2Eshape

where α1 and α2 are two user-defined constants. For results reported in the paper, α1 and
α2 are considered to be 1. Further examination of potential values of these two constants
are left as a prospective study.

The algorithm has an overall time complexity of O(nlogn): In the initialization phase,
quadrics are computed in O(n) time, this is due to the planarity of initial clusters where each
cluster consists of only one face. In the clustering phase O(n) operations are performed on
the heap, where each operation takes O(logn) time. Therefore, the overall time complexity
is O(nlogn). Note that the computation of the shape metric is done by recoding the
perimeter of each cluster and saving the length of the boundary where two clusters share.
Therefore, the computation of this metric does not enforce any overhead to the overall
complexity.

3.4 Iterative Clustering

In previous methods, the number of clusters can not be predicted in advance. Thus, they are
sometimes called as non-parametric techniques. In some cases the exact number of clusters
is given a priori. Then the optimal segmentation can be sought iteratively. This search
method, which is called parametric search, follows the basis of the K-mean algorithm. The
process begins with k representatives and finds k clusters using these representatives. New
representatives are calculated for each cluster and the process repeats until no representative
changes or after a certain number of iterations.

The generic algorithms is as follows [35]:

Initialize k representatives of k clusters

Loop until representatives do not change

For each elements s

Find the best representative i for s

Assign s to the ith cluster

For each cluster i

Compute a new representative

The clusters are built with the idea that elements inside a particular cluster should be clos-
est to the representative of that cluster compared to all other representatives. However,
it is common for iterative algorithms to use a region grow method to create clusters from
calculated representatives. The reason lies in the fact that a proper distance metric is hard
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to find, for example, the Euclidean distance is not appropriate for manifolds and geodesic
distance is very expensive to compute. Therefore, iterative methods resort to region growing
algorithms to construct clusters.

In the following we review an iterative segmentation [37] developed particularly for the
application of morphing polyhedral surfaces.

Given a surface mesh M with n vertices and a value k, the goal is to partition M into k
meaningful disjoint patches.

As usual, the most important issue is to decide which faces should be clustered together.
Here, the assumption is that two distant faces, both in terms of physical distance and an-
gular distance, are less likely to end up in the same patch. Therefore, the distance metric is
defined as follows:

Let F1 and F2 be two adjacent faces of the mesh with the dihedral angle of α. The
distance between F1 and F2 is

Distance(F1, F2) = (1− δ)(1− cos2(α)) + δPhys Dist(F1, F2)

where Phys Dist is the sum of the distances between centres of mass of the two faces and the
midpoint of their common edge, and δ is a real number between 0 and 1 which controls the
relative importance of angular distance and physical distance. Note that the first part of the
distance measures the angular distance and the second part measures the physical distance of
two faces. This particular definition of Phys Dist makes it independent to the dihedral angle.

If F1 and F2 are not adjacent, then:

Distance(F1, F2) = min
F3 6=F1,F2

(Distance(F1, F3) +Distance(F2, F3))

The approach of the algorithm is to iteratively enhance segments by locally switching
faces to improve a global function. The algorithm consists of four steps:

1. Preprocessing: In the first step distances between all adjacent faces are computed.

2. Selecting the initial representatives: Although the initial representatives can be chosen
randomly, as the initial selection can affect the result of the segmentation and the number of
iterations, they are chosen as follows: The first representative is chosen as the face with the
minimum distance between its center of mass and the center of mass of the mesh. Then, us-
ing Dijkstra’s algorithm, the minimum distance of all faces to the representative is computed.
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Iteratively, as long as the number of selected representatives is less than k, a new representa-
tive is selected as the face with the maximum average distance to all existing representatives .

3. Computing the segmentation: For each face, its distances to all representatives are
calculated. Each face is assigned to the patch with the closest representative. Note that this
process results in connected patches, but patches may not be simple and can have holes.

4. Re-electing the representatives: The ultimate goal of the algorithms is to select
representatives such that the function

F =
∑
p

∑
f∈patch(p)

Distfp

where Distfp is the distance between the face f and the representative p of its patch, is
minimized. This can be done by selection the representative of each patch as the face which
optimizes the function minp

∑
f Distfp. The other option is to simply choose the face whose

centre of mass is closest to the centre of mass of the patch. The latter has a much better
complexity and in practice seems to produce better results.

The major benefit of the algorithm is that the number of patches is controlled by the
user and can be set small enough to avoid over-segmentation. This is particularly useful
in morphing as only patches which represent meaningful components are useful. In the
initial step, the system can also determine a suitable number of patches by adding a new
representative as long as its distance to any existing representative is larger than a threshold,
where the threshold is a predefined value times the diameter of the object.

3.5 Spectral Analysis

In spectral graph theory the Laplacian matrix of a graph G is used to extract different char-
acteristics of G. The Laplacian matrix of G is defined as the matrix L = D−A, where A is
the adjacency matrix of G and D is a diagonal matrix with the element dii as the degree of
vertex i.

Using the first k leading eigenvectors of L (with the highest eigenvalues), G is embed-
ded into the space Rk and the graph partitioning problem is reduced to a geometric space
partitioning problem [16]. Spectral analysis can be also used for mesh segmentation. This
technique was first utilized in [27] as follows.

Let M be a given manifold with n vertices. The algorithm aims to partition M along
concave seams into k partitions, where k is the number of desired segments.
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The first step is to defined an appropriate distance metric between faces of M , which
concurs with the aim of the algorithm. Let F1 and F2 be two adjacent faces with the dihedral
angle of α. The angular distance between F1 and F2 is defined as

Ang Dist(F1, F2) = η(1− cos(α))

Let Geod(F1, F2) be the geodesic distance between the centres of mass of F1 and F2, and
avg(Geod) be the average geodesic distance between all the adjacent faces. Similarly, let
avg(Ang Dist) be the average angular distance between all adjacent faces. The distance
between F1 and F2 is defined as

Dist(F1, F2) = δ · Geod(F1, F2)

avg(Geod)
+ (1− δ) · Ang Dist(α)

avg(Ang Dist)

Then the dual graph of M is constructed and the weight of each dual edge is set as the
distance between the corresponding (adjacent) faces in M . The distance between two ar-
bitrary faces is defined as the weight of the shortest path between their dual nodes on the
dual graph. In the preprocessing step, distances between all faces are calculated. The value
δ is set close to zero, e.g. δ ∈ [0.01, 0.05] to put more emphasis on the angular distance. The
value of η is chosen from [0.1, 0.2].

To this end we have calculated a weighted graph where weights between closer nodes are
smaller than others. In order to extract an adjacency-like matrix, where elements with higher
values denote closer nodes, the affinity matrix is introduced. The affinity matrix encodes the
likelihood that two faces cluster together and is defined as the symmetric matrix W ∈ Rn×n,
where

W (i, j) = e−Dist(Fi,Fj)/2σ
2

and σ = 1
n2

∑
(1≤i,j≤n)Dist(Fi, Fj).

Note that in the definition above, 0 ≤ W (Fi, Fj) ≤ 1, and closer faces have a larger
affinity. In practice, the above value of σ seems to work fine, but other choices are also
possible.

The dual graph of M and the affinity matrix W comprise the input of the spectral
analysis. Let matrix D be a diagonal matrix with the element dii as the sum of the i-th row
of W . D is used to normalized W as following

N = D−1/2WD−1/2

The resulting matrix N is a symmetric matrix with elements Nij = Wij

√
DiiDjj. Let

e1, e2, ..., en be eigenvectors of N corresponding to eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λn. The
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rows of matrix V = [e1, e2, ..., ek] define an embedding of the original data points into a k-
dimensional space. Normalizing rows of V will further simplify this embedding. Let matrix
V̂ be the matrix constructed by normalizing rows of V . This matrix is an embedding of N
on a unit sphere in k-dimension.

According to the Polarization Theorem [5] embedded points of high affinity (points with
a higher possibility of being clustered together) will move towards each other on this sphere,
while other pairs move apart. This implies that the segmentation of the points on this
sphere is easier than the original points and a simple clustering algorithm such as K-mean
clustering (which uses Euclidean distance) will solve the problem.

In order to initialize the K-mean algorithm the association matrix Q̂ = V̂ V̂ T is used.
From linear algebra, it is known that the n× n matrix Q̂ is the best rank-k approximation
of N [10]. The smallest element of Q̂, Q̂rs, designates the farthest apart pair of points on
the embedded space. The elements r and s can be used as the first two seeds of the K-mean
clustering, and then other seed are selected to minimize the maximum association among
the existing seeds. This process advantages the algorithm in two aspects, first it gives a good
initialization of the K-mean clustering and second it can be used to find a proper number
of clustering. When adding a new seed dramatically increases the maximum affinity then
no more seeds are added.

It is worth to note that although embedding in a lower k-dimension will result in an
easier clustering problem, small value of k does not benefit the segmentation. The reason
is, by using smaller number of eigenvectors the distortion associated with the embedding
coordination increases. The rule of thumb is to use the same number of eigenvectors as the
number of desired clusters.

Additional notes: Authors claim that one of the advantages of the algorithm is its effi-
ciency, by stating that computing a few leading eigenvectors is quite efficient using ARPACK.
However, as the construction of the affinity matrix requires O(n2) time and space, this algo-
rithm is unusable for complicated models. The execution time of the algorithm on an Intel
Xeon 2.8 GHz machine with 1GB RAM is reported to be 29.57 seconds for a model with
400 faces which further indicates that the algorithm is not as efficient as it is claimed to be.
The main advantage of the algorithm may be its ease of implementation, especially when an
existing K-mean clustering algorithm is used.

3.6 Implicit Methods

Some algorithms construct the segmentation implicitly by defining the boundaries between
sub-meshes rather that partitioning the set of vertices or faces [23]. Others may utilize dif-
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ferent structures of the mesh, such as the skeleton, to produce the desired segmentation [25].
Also, similar to the idea of using multiple criteria, some algorithms may combine different
methods in the hope of avoiding drawbacks of a particular method and to benefit from the
strength of others [26].

More recent studies have considered new directions for mesh segmentation. For instance
in [18] a hierarchical pose invariant mesh segmentation is proposed. This segmentation is
particularly useful to partition dynamic and flexible objects. Next we review this algorithm.

Given an orientable mesh M , the goal is to hierarchically partition M into meaningful
components. Also the resulting segmentation must be invariant both to the pose of the
model and to different proportions between the model’s components.

The algorithm constructs a hierarchy tree, where each node is associated with a sub-
mesh. The root of the tree is associated with M . For each node, the following steps are
performed (see below for the explanation of each step):
1. Mesh coarsening : The original mesh is simplified by retaining some particular vertices of
the mesh and deleting the rest using a simple mesh coarsening algorithm. Mesh coarsening
benefits the algorithm in two ways. It accelerates the algorithm by reducing the complexity
and also it decreases the sensitivity of the algorithm to the noise.
2. Pose invariant representation: Using Multi-dimensional scaling, the mesh is transformed
to a canonical mesh where Euclidean distances between vertices in the canonical mesh are
similar to the geodesic distances between their corresponding vertices in the original mesh.
3. Feature point detection: A few points, called prominent feature points, are computed on
the transformed mesh and their corresponding vertices are identified. Feature points have
the property of being invariant to the pose of the object.
4. Core extraction: The core component is extracted using a spherical mirror.
5. Mesh Segmentation: Using feature points and the computed core, the algorithm computes
other segments.
6. Cut refinement : The boundaries between segments are refined to go along the natural
creases of the mesh.
7. Mesh refinement : The segmentation (on the coarse mesh) is mapped to the original mesh
and the cut refinement is applied once again.

As mentioned earlier Multi-dimensional scaling (MSD) is used to transform meshes into
pose invariant representations. MSD uses the dissimilarity information of data and repre-
sents dissimilarities as Euclidean distances in a k-dimensional space. Note that it is not
necessary for MSD to preserve the ratio of dissimilarities. Here, the dissimilarity is defined
as the geodesic distance between two vertices. This is due to the property that the geodesic
distance is invariant to poses and bending has a small effect on it. Thus, the dissimilarity
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matrix is defined as {δii = GeodDist(vi, vj)}, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.

Let dij be the Euclidean distance between the corresponding vertices of vi and vj in the
transformed space. The MDS algorithm [20] iteratively attempts to optimize the following
stress function

Fs =

∑
i<j(f(δij)− dij)2∑

i<j d
2
ij

where f is an optimal monotonic function of dissimilarities: First, the algorithm computes
an initial configuration of points in the k-dimensional MDS space, denoted by SMSD. This
can be done by a random sampling. After calculating distances dij between all points in
the MDS space, the algorithm finds the optimal monotonic function (using pool adjacent
violators [3]). Then points of the original mesh are re-mapped to the MDS space resulting
in the next set of points. This process repeats until the stress function is sufficiently small.
For the use of segmentation a 3-dimension MDS space is used (i.e. k = 3). Figure 5(a)
illiterates the MDS representation of the dino model.

Figure 5: (a) Feature points in MDS representation (b) Feature points on the original model
(c) The core (d) Final segmentation after refinement [18].

The MSD representation is also used for defining prominent feature points. Feature points
are both located on the tip of a prominent component and are pose-invariant. The first
condition is a local condition and is expressed as follows: Let Nv be the set of neighbor
vertices of a vertex v. v resides on the tip of a component if it is a local maximum of the
sum of the geodesic distance function. In other words, ∀vn ∈ Nv :∑

vi∈S

GeodDist(v, vi) >
∑
vi∈S

GeodDist(vn, vi) (1)

In the MSD presentation, tip points are extreme in some direction. Using this fact, a
prominent feature point is defined as a mesh vertex which its MDS representative resides
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on the convex-hull of the MSD representation and satisfies the Eq. 1. The computation
of feature points is now straight forward, first the convex hull of SMSD is computed, and
then all vertices on the convex hull which satisfy Eq. 1 are reported. (Figures 5(a) and 5(b)).

In contrast to feature points, vertices on the core tend to reside near the centre of the
MSD representation. A spherical mirror is used to reverse this situation, so that vertices
of the core become external and easy to extract by simply computing the convex hull the
projection points. Let C be the centre of mass of the set of vertices in SMSD and let
R = maxv∈SMSD

‖v − C‖. Obviously a sphere with the centre C and radius R will be a
bounding sphere for the set of points of SMSD. Considering this sphere as a mirror, each
vertex v ∈ SMSD is projected to

v′ = v + 2(R− ‖v − C‖) v − C
‖v − C‖

Intuitively, the projection of v lies on the ray connecting the centre of the mirror to v and
have the same distance as v to the point of the mirror which lies on this ray. Figure 6 depicts
the spherical mirroring in 2D and 3D.

Figure 6: Spherical mirroring, (a) MDS representation of the object (b) The mirror and
projected points (c) The convex hull of projected points (d) The final segmentation (e) The
3D view of the spherical mirroring [18].

In order to compute the core of the object the convex hull of mirrored vertices is computed.
The vertices that reside on the convex hull, along with their faces, comprise the initial core
component. If the resulting core separates all the feature points then this component is the
actual core of the object. Otherwise some feature points lie on the same component. In
this case the core is extended iteratively by adding neighbor faces. This is done until all
feature points are separated or the last extension reduces the distance from the core to the
closest feature point by more that a constant factor (0.5). In the latter case the algorithm
backtracks to the state where the last separation of a feature point occurred and the core
extraction process is finished. Note that possibly un-separated feature points are separated
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at a finer level of the hierarchy.

When the core is computed the segmentation is done by removing the core and consider-
ing each connected component with at least one feature point as a new node in the hierarchy.
Components without a feature point are joined to the core.

Computed segments of the previous step may have coarse boundaries. Therefore, in the
last step of the algorithm boundaries are refined. The idea is to produce better located
boundaries which pass through short concave edges. This causes the cut to look more nat-
ural. Refinement is performed by using a flow graph constructed on a search region. The
search region is defined as the set of all faces whose shortest distance to the boundary is
smaller than a factor of their distance to the nearest feature point. As an example in Fig-
ure 6(e) the search region of the boundary between the left leg and the torso may contain
the left thigh and the lower parts of the torso. The flow graph is constructed by adding two
new vertices S and T to the dual graph of the search region. As the search region contains
two boundaries, S is connected to all the corresponding nodes of one of these boundaries
and T is similarly connected to the other one.

Weights of edges of the flow graph are set using a capacity function. Different capacities
are used in different studies. The capacity function can be defined in a way that the capacity
of shorter and concave edges is higher. As the minimum cut of the flow graph tends to pass
through arcs with small capacities, it defines the appropriate boundary.

4 Comparing Mesh Segmentation Algorithms

In the previous section we reviewed several segmentation techniques and discussed their
metrics and selection criteria. The immediate question that comes to mind is which algo-
rithm works the best, both in general and for a specific application. However, answering
this question is rather a difficult task for several reasons. First, different algorithms do not
attempt to detect same features of the input object. Also, the class of input objects varies
for different applications and consists of smooth featureless objects to very complex ones.
Second it is not easy to formally define the features of a shape which in return makes it very
difficult to perform a quantitative analysis of segmentation algorithms. Finally, segmenta-
tion algorithms are completely application-based and are devised to solve a specific problem
which further complicates their comparison.

In the literature on mesh segmentation, there are very few studies addressing this prob-
lem. In [1], five part-type segmentation algorithms are reviewed and their performances
are compared by showing results of segmentations side by side. Recently a benchmark for
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quantitative evaluation of mesh segmentation algorithms is presented in [8]. Concurrently
in [4], with a similar methodology, a framework for quantitative evaluation is presented.
The benchmark of [8] includes more human subjects, models and evaluation metrics. In this
chapter we review [1, 8].

The following algorithms are compared in [1]:
1. Mesh decomposition using fuzzy clustering and cuts [19]: An iterative algorithm which
aims to find meaningful components using clustering and refines the boundaries with graph
cuts.
2. Mesh segmentation using feature points and core extraction[18]: The implicit algorithm
explained in section 3.6.
3. Tailor multi-scale mesh analysis using blowing bubbles [32]: A multiple source region
growing algorithm which uses a set of spheres placed on vertices of the mesh.
4. Plumber mesh segmentation into tubular parts [33]: Another multi source region growing
algorithm which decomposes the shape into tubular features.
5. Hierarchical mesh segmentation based on fitting primitives [2]: A hierarchical algorithm
which uses a set of pre-defined primitives (planes, spheres and cylinders) to approximate
meaningful components of the shape.

Models used for segmentation consist of medical models, CAD models, human figures,
animal figures and miscellanea class. Figure 7 illustrates performances of these algorithms
on 4 models from the animal category.

By evaluating the qualitative performances of algorithms, the paper concludes that
1) Algorithms which consider concave features may be more suitable to segment natural
models, while algorithms which extract geometric properties are usually more appropriate
for CAD applications.
2) Defining precise geometric metrics is easier for CAD models and methods like Plumber
which are based on a priori knowledge of the feature, perform better on CAD models.
3) Algorithms which consider curvature in their metrics are more sensitive to the pose of the
model. MDS can be applied as a preprocessing in order to make algorithms less sensitive to
poses.
4) There is no perfect segmentation algorithm for all classes of models. Each algorithm has
its benefits and drawbacks.

A hidden goal in most mesh segmentation algorithms is to imitate human visual percep-
tion and produce segments similar to the ones created by humans. This suggests the idea
of gathering a database of human made segmentations and compare results of segmentation
algorithms with this ground-truth. This idea is leveraged in [8] to construct a benchmark
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Figure 7: Qualitative comparison between five segmentation algorithms [1].

for quantitative evaluating of 3D mesh segmentations.

In order to construct this benchmark, authors of [8] hired 80 people to manually seg-
ment 380 surface meshes of 19 different categories, which resulted in 4, 300 human generated
segmentations with an average of 11 segmentations per model. Models are represented by
2-manifold watertight meshes and are chosen from 2007 SHREC Shaped-based Retrieval
Contest. Categories include human bodies, chairs, mechanical CAD parts, hands, fish, pli-
ers, etc. Meshes were partitioned using an interactive tool which allows users to select points
along cuts (segment boundaries) by clicking, and the system connects points through their
shortest connecting path. Users can also adjust current cuts by inserting or deleting points
along the cut. People were recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com),
and meshes were randomly distributed among them. Participants were asked to segment
models into “functional parts”. During the period of one month, 4, 365 segmentations were
received from which 365 were rejected for not having any cuts. 25 were over-segmented and
353 had at least one cut that seemed to be an outlier. However, these segmentations were
accepted to avoid bias in the results.

After gathering the database, the next step is to develop metrics to compare human
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generated segmentations with computer generated ones. Four metrics are developed where
one measures how close segment boundaries of two segmentations are (boundary-based) and
other three measure the consistency of segment interiors (region-based). These measure are
as follows:

1. Cut Discrepancy: This metric measures the distance between the closest cuts of the
ground-truth and the generated segmentation. Let C1 and C2 be the sets of all vertices on
the segment boundaries of segmentations S1 and S2, respectively. The geodesic distance
between a vertex p1 ∈ C1 to the set of cuts C2 is defined as

Geod Dist(p1, C2) = min{Geod Dist(p1, p2),∀p2 ∈ C2}

The Directional Cut Discrepancy, DCD(S1 ⇒ S2), of S1 with respect to S2 is defined as

DCD(S1 ⇒ S2) = mean{Geod Dist(p1, C2),∀p1 ∈ C1}

Cut Discrepancy, CD(S1, S2) is defined as the sum of the directional functions in both
directions divided by the average Euclidean distance from a vertex of the mesh to the
centroid of the mesh (denoted by avgRadius):

CD(S1, S2) =
DCD(S1 ⇒ S2) +DCD(S2 ⇒ S1)

avgRadius

The above definition ensures symmetry of the metric and avoids scale effects.

2. Hamming Distance: Hamming Distance is used to measure the overall region-based
difference between two segmentations. Let S1 = {S1

1 , S
2
1 , ..., S

m
1 } and S2 = {S1

2 , S
2
2 , ..., S

n
2 } be

two segmentations with m and n segments, respectively. The Directional Hamming Distance
is defined as

DH(S1 ⇒ S2) =
∑
i

∥∥Si2\Sit1 ∥∥
Where “\” is the set difference operator, ‖x‖ is the total area of faces in x and
it = arg maxk

∥∥Si2 ∩ Sk1∥∥. This metric finds the best correspondence in S1 for each segment
in S2 and sums up the set differences. If S2 is regarded as the ground truth then missing
rate Rm and false alarm rate Rf is defined as follows:

Rm(S1, S2) =
DH(S1 ⇒ S2)

‖S‖

Rf (S1, S2) =
DH(S2 ⇒ S1)

‖S‖
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The Hamming Distance is then the average of these two rates:

HD(S1, S2) =
1

2
(Rm(S1, S2) +Rf (S1, S2))

Note that this metric is sensitive to differences in granularity, but when correspondences are
correct, it gives a more meaningful evaluation.

3. Rand Index: This metric measures the likelihood that a pair of faces are either in
the same segment in two segmentations, or in different ones in both. Let f 1

i and f 2
i be the

segment IDs of face i in S1 and S2 and n be the number of faces in the original mesh. Rand
Index is defined as

RI(S1, S2) =

(
n

2

)−1 ∑
i,j,i<j

[CijPij + (1− Cij)(1− Pij)]

Where Cij = 1 iff s1i = s1j and Pij = 1 iff s2i = s2j .

Note that when CijPij = 1, face i and j have the same id in both segmentations and
when (1 − Cij)(1 − Pij) = 1 face i and j have different IDs. So RI(S1, S2) measures the
proportion of face pairs that agree or disagree on their segment ID in S1 and S2. In order to
make this metric consistent to previous ones, 1−RI(S1, S2) (which denotes dissimilarities)
is reported.

4. Consistency Error: This metric measures the hierarchical similarities/dissimilarities
in segmentations. Let R(S, fi) denote the sub-segment which contains the face fi. The local
refinement error is

E(S1, S2, fi) =
‖R(S1, fi)\R(S2, fi)‖

‖R(S1, fi)‖
If n is the number of faces, then Global Consistency Error (GCE) and Local Consistency
Error (LCE) are defined as

GCE(S1, S2) =
1

n
min{

∑
i

E(S1, S2, fi),
∑
i

E(S2, S1, fi)}

LEC(S1, S2) =
1

n

∑
i

min{E(S1, S2, fi),
∑
i

E(S2, S1, fi)}

Note that GCE forces all local refinements to be in the same direction (i.e it considers one
of the segmentations to be strictly higher in the hierarchy), while LCE allows refinement in
both directions. Thus, GCE(S1, S2) ≥ LCE(S1, S2). Both of these metrics are symmetric
and measure the nested, hierarchical differences in two different segmentations. Their main
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disadvantage is that they give unreal scores when one of the segmentations is hugely over-
segmented or under-segmented. For example the error is zero if one of the segmentation has
only one sub-set.

The last issue before comparing segmentation algorithms is to set parameters of each
algorithm. As we have seen in the previous section, most segmentation algorithms require
the number of segmentations as a given value. This is solved by simply averaging the number
of segments in human-made segmentations of a particular model and forward this value to
segmentation algorithms. Although this solution gives a disadvantage to completely auto-
matic segmentation algorithms, its rationality is that a typical user has a good estimation
of the number of segments.

In order to test the benchmark authors compare 7 segmentation algorithms (K-mean [37]
explained in section 3.4, random walks [21], fitting primitives [2], normalized cuts [15], ran-
domized cuts [15], core extraction [18], and shape diameter function [36]). The comparison
is done in different levels by comparing a segmentation to the average human-made seg-
mentations. Also, each human segmentation is compared to others by holding it out and
comparing it to other segmentations of the same model in the benchmark. The results indi-
cate that humans are indeed very consistent with each other than algorithms are with people.

Other properties extracted from human segmentations are as follows:
1. Cuts between segments within the same mesh have approximately the same length (i.e
length of a cut divided by the average of all cuts is often close to one). This property seems
not to be noticed or included in any automatic segmentations.
2. Humans cut meshes into a small number of large (area-wise) sub-meshes and several
small ones which corresponds to body and limbs. This suggest that algorithms which aim
for equal parts (such as K-mean) may poorly mimic what humans do.

Properties extracted from computer-generated segmentations are as follows:
1. No algorithm outperforms others in all categories. It even seems that algorithms which
are designed for a specific type of objects do not necessarily work best in that category.
2. All four evaluation metrics are very consistent with each other and they almost report
the same relative performances.
3. The main reason why completely automatic algorithms (with no given parameter) [18, 36]
perform worse than the best algorithm is due to the number of segments. If the number of
segments is fixed as the number of segments that these algorithms produce, then their per-
formance is similar to the best algorithm. This suggests that it is a good idea for algorithms
to include an option for users to manually set the target number of segments.
4. Even when the correct number of segments is given to algorithms, there is a significant
difference between the best algorithm and the human generated segmentations.
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The relative performances of the mentioned algorithms and their average time consump-
tions is summarized in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Quantitative comparison between seven segmentation algorithms and their average
time in seconds [8].

5 Prospective Research Directions

We have surveyed several mesh segmentation algorithms and examined their metrics and
selection criteria. In the previous section we point out that currently there are no mesh
algorithms that are best in all categories. The search for better and faster algorithms will
undoubtedly continue.
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Furthermore, research potentials in the field of mesh segmentation can be compared to
the field of image segmentation from which various ideas have been borrowed. Looking at
the large number of publications and various directions in image segmentation, one can an-
ticipate the same for mesh segmentation.

Some of these possible directions are as follows:

1. Examining the complexity of the problem and algorithms:
As we mentioned in section 3, the mesh segmentation problem can be characterized as an op-
timization problem. Depending on the desired properties of the resulting segments, different
versions of the problem can be defined. The only result achieved for the complexity of the
problem seems to be with respect convex partitioning with the minimum number of parts
(section 3.1). Even though other versions of the problem appear to be as hard and most
studies resort to approximation solutions, an exact complexity result for these problems has
not yet been achieved. The main reason for this may lie in the hardness of precisely defining
other versions of the problem. Concepts such as meaningful components, natural looking,
etc., which are common in the definition of a mesh segmentation problem, are not well-
defined. An important research direction is to derive precise definitions for these problems.
It is worth noting that almost all segmentation algorithms resort to approximate solutions
without proving the hardness of their problem.

The second issue is on the complexity of algorithms themselves. Several of these algo-
rithms use iterations or external procedures in order to carry out their tasks, which makes
the exact calculation of their complexity rather difficult. Thus, it is very common for papers
to state the time consumption of their algorithm in seconds rather that using complexity
notations. A deeper analysis of time and space complexity of existing algorithms may be
very useful.

Lastly, even for well-defined versions (such as the minimum convex segmentation prob-
lem), approximation algorithms do not guarantee any quality on their results. In contrast to
many other problems where approximation algorithms guarantee a solution no worse that a
factor of the optimal solution, mesh segmentation algorithms seem to ignore this completely.
Finding and proving guaranteed approximation algorithms seems to be a very interesting
and yet a neglected direction.

2. Using parallelism in mesh segmentation:
In some applications such as finite element methods, the result of the mesh segmentation
is used for parallelism. An intriguing question asks if this process can be done in parallel.
This question can be approached in two ways; trying to convert existing algorithms into
parallel algorithms (multi region growing algorithms seem like good candidates) or seeking
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a new parallel algorithm from scratch. There is little done so far in this field and what has
been done is for specific usages [41, 45]. Current extensive usage of computers with multiple
processors emphasizes the importance of this direction.

3. Computing the correct number of desired segments:
In section 4, we discuss that the main reason of the relatively lower performance of com-
pletely automatic mesh segmentation algorithms lies in their estimation of the number of
partitions. Usually the number of segments is not recognized until after the segmentation
is performed. Using the benchmark of section 4, one can study human-made segmentations
to seek direct relations between the number of segments and characteristics of the model
without computing the actual segmentation. A fast algorithm which accurately estimates
the number of segments is useful for almost all segmentation algorithms and can further
push forward the goal of finding efficient and reliable fully-automatic mesh segmentation
algorithms.
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